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Virtual patient simulation has been utilized to teach interviewing skills, often employing selection-based 
methods (e.g., multiple-choice lists and menu-based prompts) to simulate doctor-patient conversations.  Users have 
evaluated these systems as inauthentic, which can diminish user immersion (influenced by control, realism, 
distraction and sensory factors) and, in turn, negatively affect skill acquisition, mastery and transfer.  
Our objectives were to design and develop PBLCloud, a scenario-based and highly interactive platform that 
uses natural language processing to support a more realistic doctor-patient conversation and create an immersive 
clinical learning environment. 
PBLCloud was developed utilizing an iterative design thinking process and its initial evaluation involved a 
mixed methods approach.  We recruited a convenience sample of 11 participants: three (27%) fourth-year medical 
students from Harvard Medical School as well as two (18%) residents, four (36%) fellows and two (18%) attendings 
from Boston Children’s Hospital.  There were two rounds of formative evaluation testing with eight participants in 
Round 1 and three participants in Round 2.  Each participant completed a semi-structured think–aloud protocol 
exploring our pilot case, 10-item system usability scale (SUS) and 10-item open-ended questionnaire. 
The chat-based functionality provides users with computer-generated context-specific responses during the 
historical encounter.  Users have the opportunity to perform physical examinations, review incorporated multimedia, 
order and interpret diagnostic investigations, order therapeutic interventions that have appropriate effects on patient 
vitals and laboratory data, formulate and refine a differential diagnosis, receive just-in-time feedback regarding user-
initiated actions and complete embedding learning exercises.  73% of participants strongly agreed that PBLCloud 
was useful (i.e., it is clinically-oriented, realistic, provides helpful feedback and is widely applicable) and 64% of 
participants strongly agreed that their experience with the system was enjoyable (i.e., it is relevant with an engaging 
interface).  It was deemed to be more interactive and engaging than other simulators and 82% of participants were 
very interested in utilizing the system in the future.  The average SUS score for Round 1 and 2 were 79.7 ± 12.0 and 
82.5 ± 19.8 respectively.  Areas of improvement were identified, in particular, the unsatisfactory response accuracy 
of the chat-based functionality. 
	  
Future work will include the investigation of various strategies to optimize the platform’s natural language 
processing algorithm as well as the formal evaluation of the system’s validity, reliability, level of induced user 
immersion and educational impact.  We anticipate that PBLCloud will serve as a cost-effective and scalable 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Clinical Reasoning: Pedagogical and Technological Advances 
Clinical reasoning refers to the cognitive processes that underlie the collection, evaluation and synthesis of 
data used to formulate a patient’s diagnosis and treatment plan.1 In undergraduate medical education, the teaching 
and assessment of clinical reasoning is a Herculean task, due to factors both intrinsic and extrinsic to the individual 
learner, and its development, from novice to expert, has been rigorously studied for the past 50 years.2,3 Theoretical 
considerations and empirical investigations from educational and cognitive psychology have helped medical 
education transition from teacher-centered and product-focused practices to strategies that are student-centered and 
process-focused; we now understand that “how” you learn is just as important as “what” you learn.  These 
pedagogical advances have been paralleled by advances in Internet-based technology that enable the construction of 
innovative digital learning environments that support on-demand, personalized and active learning embodied by the 
e-, blended and social learning movements.  Virtual patient simulation (VPS) is one educational modality borne out 
of the marriage between these recent pedagogical and technological advances. 
 
Virtual Patient Simulation: Definition, Use and Adoption 
VPS is defined as “a specific type of computer-based program that simulates real life clinical scenarios; 
users must emulate the role of the healthcare provider in order to obtain a history, conduct a physical exam, order 
diagnostic investigations and initiate therapeutic interventions”.4  
Shorter lengths of stay, higher patient acuity, increasing patient-to-staff ratios and duty-hour restrictions all 
contribute to the reduction in clinical exposure of medical students and simultaneously inhibit the ability of clinical 
educators to fulfill their teaching obligations, in addition to their clinical, research and administrative 
responsibilities.5 Thus, clinical educators have turned to VPS, which supports the deliberate practice6 of routine as 
well as low-volume, high-risk clinical scenarios in an environment that is psychologically safe for students.7 The 
flexibility of these systems allows the structure and content of cases to be adapted to a wide range of specialties, 
conditions and levels of expertise.   
Overall, VPS has generally been well received by students, particularly systems that are comprehensive and 
well organized.7 In 2007, Huang et al. demonstrated that approximately 24% of medical schools have implemented 
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VPS into their curriculum.8   As such, its adoption has been steadily increasing and it has been adapted for training 
in other healthcare professions9-11, nationally and internationally8,12.  VPS has been studied for more than 50 years 
and its status as a viable training tool was underscored by the Liaison Committee on Medical Education, which 
explained “the medical student should be able to remedy gaps [in clinical exposure] by simulated experience”.13   
 
Virtual Patient Simulation: Effectiveness 
When compared to no interventions, VPS is associated with large positive effects with respect to 
knowledge outcomes and clinical reasoning.14 Though when compared to non-computer interventions (e.g., lectures, 
paper instruction, slide-tape instruction, standardized patients), VPS confers only small positive effects.14 
Importantly, multiple studies have demonstrated that VPS doesn’t address the same knowledge, skills and attitudes 
as other educational modalities.  This is evidenced by the minimal correlation between a student’s performance in 
VPS and their performance on multiple-choice examinations, with standardized patients (SP) or in real patient 
encounters.15 VPS has been utilized to teach and assess interviewing skills as well as higher-order cognitive skills 
such as critical thinking, decision-making, and problem solving.1 With this in mind, Cook et al. emphasized that 
VPS is ideally suited for the instruction and evaluation of clinical reasoning.1 Its value as a valid and reliable method 
for large-scale high-stakes assessment was solidified with its inclusion in the USMLE™ Step 3 in 1999.16 
Undoubtedly, VPS will not replace other educational modalities, but will serve as a powerful complement and its 
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Problem Statement: Unnatural Interactions and Immersion 
Despite the significant opportunity that VPS systems offer, there exists considerable heterogeneity in the 
purpose, design, implementation and effectiveness of existing VPS systems.  This variation is a byproduct of the 
paucity of theories, guidelines and standards available to support practitioners in both instructional design and 
curricular integration.17  
Another dimension by which VPS systems can be evaluated is the extent to which they induce and sustain 
user immersion.  Immersion is a psychological state in which an individual is engaged and engrossed in another 
reality18, in this case, the virtual learning environment.  Studies throughout the education literature suggest that 
immersion is important for the learning process and any reduction can have significant implications for skill 
acquisition, mastery and transfer.19 Witmer et al. provide a theoretical framework that outlines the various factors 
that affect immersion and categories them into the following factors: distraction, sensory, control and realism.18 
Limited distractions, multimodal stimulation, increased interactivity, compelling narratives and permissible user-
initiated actions that are natural, unrestrained and have meaningful/predictable consequences all contribute to a 
user’s sense of immersion. 
Existing VPS systems have focused much effort towards designing simple and intuitive interfaces in an 
attempt to reduce distractions and help users focus their limited mental resources on the most relevant information in 
the case.  This relevant information is typically in the form of rich multimedia demonstrating key features of the 
patient’s presentation.  However, many of the widely adopted VPS systems, such as CASUS 20 and CAMPUS21 
(Case-based Training in Medicine as part of Problem-oriented Educational Strategy), are characterized as linear 
(“string of pearls”) systems and remain quite constrained in terms of user interactivity.  For example, most VPS 
systems employ selection-based approaches (e.g., multiple-choice lists, menu-based prompts and forced branching) 
to simulate the doctor-patient conversation.  Users have consistently evaluated these systems as inauthentic due to 
the unnatural interaction between doctor and patient; this detracts from user immersion.  One approach to enhancing 
the user’s immersion is to target control and realism factors, which involve the user having natural interactions with 
the system/patient that have meaningful and predictable consequences based on experience in the real world.18   
Here we describe the design, development and initial usability testing of Problem-Based Learning Cloud 
(PBLCloud), a highly interactive and scenario-based platform for the instruction and assessment of clinical 
reasoning.  We aimed to focus on increasing user interactivity, and by extension user immersion, via a chat-based 
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approach to the simulation of the historical encounter.  This functionality is supported by natural language 
processing (NLP) that allows the system to 1) understand free-text queries from the user and 2) provide users with 
accurate context-specific responses, ultimately approximating a realistic conversation between doctor and patient.  
Interactivity will be further enhanced as users perform physical examinations, order and interpret diagnostic 
investigations, order therapeutic interventions that have appropriate and observable effect on the patient’s vitals and 
laboratory data, formulate and refine a differential diagnosis, receive just-in-time feedback regarding user-initiated 
actions, complete embedded learning exercises and are assessed based on specific criteria (i.e., diagnosis, overall 
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SPECIFIC AIMS 
 
1. To design and develop an interactive scenario-based platform, PBLCloud, that utilizes natural language 
processing to support a chat-based approach for the simulation of the doctor-patient conversation and enhance 
user immersion. 
2. To conduct, via a mixed methods approach, a formative evaluation of the PBLCloud platform in order to refine 
the content and functionality of the system for its target audience, medical students. 
3. To describe the future application of the PBLCloud platform as a tool to support the instruction and assessment 
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METHODS 
Collaborators 
 PBLCloud represents the product of the collaboration between two organizations, OPENPediatrics and 
Med2Lab.  OPENPediatrics is a knowledge-sharing platform that is Internet-based, open-access, peer-reviewed and 
not-for-profit.22 The purpose of the organization is to leverage existing technology for the creation of a global 
community of practice to improve the care of critically ill children.  Med2Lab is a software development team based 
out of Washington, D.C. that created the proprietary NLP algorithm behind the chat-based functionality of 





Our team used a design thinking process23 for the development of PBLCloud.  This approach helps 
designers define a problem and implement specific solutions that take into account the needs of the user 
demographic.  It is an iterative process that involves transitioning through the following stages: empathize, define, 
ideate, prototype, test and refine.  The following section provides a summative review of our team’s design thinking 
process.  
 
Design Thinking Process: Empathize 
The first step of the design thinking process involves working to understand the needs of potential end-
users.  Medical students are the intended user demographic for PBLCloud.  Before developing the system, we 
conducted a review of the VPS literature, focusing on articles detailing the design, development, psychometric 
analysis and educational impact of published VPS systems.  These insights were supplemented by the medical 
education experience of the authors.  
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Design Thinking Process: Define 
Broadly, our search revealed that medical students appreciate comprehensive, well-organized and intuitive 
systems that focus on clinical reasoning, offer just-in-time feedback for user-initiated actions, maintain authenticity 
(i.e., content and multimedia) and that are relevant in terms of the type, quality and quantity of information 
provided.7,24-27 Conversely, many of the current VPS systems are perceived as linear, maintain limited interactivity 
and include unnatural interactions between doctor and patient during the historical encounter.28,29 As a result, users 
evaluate these systems as inauthentic, which negatively impacts the user’s immersion into the virtual learning 
environment and, in turn, their potential educational gains.  
 
Design Thinking Process: Ideate 
Ideation involves an exploration of possible solutions for the problem statement above.  Among the many 
features included in PBLCloud, our unique approach was to increase user interactivity and support more natural 
interactions between the doctor and patient.  Specifically, our main aim was to develop a chat-based approach to 
simulate a more realistic doctor-patient conversation.  Such an approach would allow users to free-text their 
historical interview questions and Med2Lab’s NLP algorithm would provide users with computer generated context-
specific responses.  This could serve as a resource to instruct and assess history-taking skills around what, when, 
how and why questions were posited by users.   This assessment would be an indirect measure of clinical reasoning 
to be synthesized along with the user’s decisions/actions evaluated throughout the remainder of the case. 
In addition, we endeavored to include a comprehensive set of orders (i.e., investigations and interventions) 
that would have meaningful effects on patient vital signs and laboratory values, parameters that update based on 
both natural disease progression and user-initiated actions.  This interactivity allows users to progress through the 
case in a free-form manner. A hint system offers just-in-time feedback for these user-initiated actions.  Finally, 
multiple embedded learning exercises (e.g., diagnostic formulation and interactive test questions) were included, 
along with a scoring mechanism to assess the user’s clinical reasoning based on diagnosis formulation, initiated 
orders and responses to interactive test questions. 
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Similar to extant systems and in keeping with the needs/priorities of medical students, we endeavored to 
create a system with limited distractions, by providing minimal text on screen as well as implementing an engaging 
layout and intuitive functionality.  These strategies have been utilized to help users focus on relevant case 
information and multimedia. 
 
Design Thinking Process: Prototype 
We utilized a suite of web-based collaboration tools to support system design, development and editing.  
Initial interface mock-ups were developed in Adobe®Photoshop®, functionality was demonstrated via interactive 
prototypes created in InVision, and the result was incorporated into HTML code for final evaluation. 
 
Design Thinking Process: Test 
After completing the initial version of the PBLCloud platform, we conducted usability testing to gather 
user feedback and optimize the system.  The authors utilized a mixed methods approach30 during this phase of the 
design thinking process, which involved the collection, analysis and integration of qualitative as well as quantitative 
data generated by the participants.   
 
Participants and Rounds 
For usability testing, researchers have demonstrated that the recruitment of 5 - 10 participants allows for the 
identification of approximately 85 – 95% of existing issues with a prototype.31 And if you are testing multiple 
groups, recruiting 3 – 4 participants per round is generally sufficient.32 Ultimately for this study, two rounds of 
formative evaluation were completed; we recruited eight participants in the first round and three participants in the 
second round.   
Specifically, we recruited a convenience sample of 11 participants that included three (27%) fourth-year 
medical students from Harvard Medical School, two (18%) pediatric residents from the Boston Combined 
Residency Program, four (36%) fellows,from the Pediatric Critical Care Medicine Fellowship Program at Boston 
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Children’s Hospital/Harvard Medical School and two (18%) attending pediatric physicians from Boston Children’s 
Hospital.   
 
Data Collection 
Data collection for each participant occurred in three parts and included a 1-hour think-aloud protocol33 
conducted in-person by one of the authors (LD or PM), completion of a 10-item system usability scale (SUS) 
questionnaire34,35, and 10-item open-ended questionnaire. Demographic information was collected from participants 
including: gender, specialty, years in training, and expertise with computer- and web-based technologies.  
Afterwards, participants explored our pilot case (i.e., 2-year-old male with croup who presents with fever and 
respiratory distress).  The think-aloud protocol included free exploration of the system by the user as well as directed 
questions from the facilitator regarding observations, problems experienced and recommendations for the system.  
After finishing the case, participants completed the SUS.  The SUS is a 10-item attitude Likert scale that has been 
demonstrated to be both a simple and reliable tool that measures the global view of an individual’s assessment of a 
system’s usability.  More specifically, this questionnaire measures usability, learnability, and user satisfaction.  
Finally, participants completed a series of 10 open-ended questions designed to gain a better understanding of each 
participant’s experience with the system; this provided critical subjective information.  The aforementioned 
materials are available for review in Appendices I, II and III.   
 
Qualitative Analysis: Thematic Analysis  
After completion of the usability sessions, participant responses taken from the authors’ notes during the 
think-aloud protocol and open-ended questionnaire were investigated via thematic content analysis36 to pinpoint, 
examine and record themes that emerged from the data.  These themes were identified through a six-phase process: 
initial review of the data in its entirety, coding of the responses to collapse the data into categories for a more high-
level and efficient analysis, synthesis of categories into overarching themes, exploration of the relationship between 
themes and the theoretical perspective, definition of the relationships and reporting of results.  Microsoft® Excel® 
for Mac was utilized to facilitate coding and thematic exploration.37 The proportion of participants that expressed 
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each theme was calculated and reported along with representative excerpts of the participant responses. 
 
Quantitative Analysis: Descriptive Statistics  
 An important adjunct to the qualitative analysis above was the use of descriptive statistics to characterize 
and emphasize certain successes and areas of improvement in the system’s interface and functionality. For the three 
Likert-type items (usefulness, user enjoyment and future use) in the open-ended questionnaire the number of 
participants designating each response level was calculated and reported.  The median response for each Likert-type 
item was reported along with the corresponding proportion of participants for that response level. 
Moreover, the results from the SUS questionnaire for each end-user were recorded and the mean SUS score 
(± standard deviation) was reported for both Round 1 and Round 2. 
In addition, problems experienced by users during the think-aloud protocol testing were recorded and coded 
using a preexisting framework33, separating problems into usability issues, bugs or content errors.  Usability issues 
encompass aspects of the system or a demand on the user that make it onerous, inefficient or unpleasant for the user 
to achieve a specific goal in a typical usage situation.38 In this context, bugs are a special type of usability issue, 
which represent a critical issue with the program’s source code, design or paired operating system.39 Lastly, content 
errors involve identified aspects of the case that misrepresent the clinical environment, diagnostics, management 
and/or consequences of user-initiated actions; this is based on empirical research, consensus management guidelines 





The interface and functionality of the system were continuously updated after each session, based on both 
the insights gathered during the usability testing as well as expert review.  Critical bugs were addressed immediately 
upon discovery.  Usability issues and content errors were typically addressed at the end of each round, in keeping 
with the spirit of grounded theory40, so that the authors could receive comprehensive feedback from all levels of 
users before proceeding.   
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More participants are currently being recruited for a third round of usability testing.  
 
Yale Medical Student Contribution  
From May 2015 to May 2016 PM worked with OPENPediatrics as an Associate Medical Editor and Project 
Coordinator.  PM collaborated with the remaining authors (LD and TW) and Med2Lab to design and develop 
PBLCloud, including both the content and layout of the platform.  With feedback from LD and TW, PM authored 
the pilot case and adapted the think-aloud protocol, SUS questionnaire and 10-item open-ended questionnaire for 
usability testing.  PM conducted the first 4 usability testing sessions and completed the qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of all participant responses. 
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RESULTS 
 The following section details 1) the final product of the authors' design thinking process with respect to 
PBLCloud’s interface and functionality and 2) the formative evaluation of the system. 
	  
Design and Development: Interface 
 PBLCloud is based on the HEIDR model of VPS41 and allows users to obtain a clinical history, conduct a 
physical examination, order investigations, view diagnostic results, record a differential diagnosis and order 
therapies, ultimately mirroring the actions involved in a real patient encounter.  Importantly, problem based learning 
is a student-centered pedagogy, which involves the utilization of carefully designed clinical scenarios that resemble 
real world problems, often open-ended and ill-structured.42 As students solve these complex and authentic problems 
they will learn not only content knowledge, but also hone higher order processes such as critical thinking and 
problem solving. 
At the start of the case, a pop-up window appears, which includes the case title, a short case description and 
a list of general instructor-derived objectives (Figure 1).  Afterwards, the user will enter the Home Screen (Figure 2) 
that users will return to throughout a case.  On the left side of the screen the user can view an image of the patient 
reflecting his/her current clinical status and review the patient’s vital signs.  During other sections of the encounter 
(e.g., physical examination), users can refer to the patient’s chart by clicking on the “View Patient’s Chart” button.  
On the right side of the screen users are able to freely navigate between conducting a historical interview, reviewing 










































Figure 1: An example of the pop-up window that appears at the beginning of the case to introduce the user to the 








































































Figure 2: An example of the Home Screen demonstrating the layout of the patient’s image and vital signs on the left 
as well as the case timeline and navigational panel on the top right.  The bottom right side of the page is reserved for 
user-initiated actions throughout the various sections of the clinical encounter.  The patient’s image and vital signs 
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Design and Development: Case Assistant  
 
 Secondary to user confusion regarding navigation in the PBLCloud platform, a case assistant was 




Figure 3: The case assistant provides notifications throughout the case in order to support navigation and provide 
information to help the user advance through the case. 
 
 
Design and Development: Historical Interview 
Users are able to enter free-text queries for the patient and the NLP algorithm provides users with context-
specific responses (Figure 4).  The system will include default responses to circumvent unanticipated questions and 
basic socio-emotional modeling43,44 will allow targeted responses for unwanted, unnecessary or repeat questions. 
The history-taking feature was identified to be frustrating during usability testing (described later), thus the clinical 











































Figure 4: To obtain patient history, users submit free-text inquiries and receive computer-generated context- 




Design and Development: Physical Examination 
The user is presented with an interactive pediatric body diagram (Figure 5) of appropriate age, gender and 
ethnicity for the particular case.  The user is then prompted to choose from thirteen organ systems to evaluate the 
patient for normal/abnormal findings.  Findings are displayed in either text format or multimedia (e.g., audio, 
images, animations, live-action video) for interpretation.  For example, in the pilot case of a 2-year-old with croup, 
users can choose the “Pulmonary Exam” which triggers an animation of a toddler in respiratory distress (Figure 6).  
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Figure 5: Users can explore findings (via text or multimedia) from the patient’s physical examination using and 






















































Figure 6: Image from an animation of 2-year-old male who presents with fever and respiratory distress as evidenced 
by a pale face, retractions, stridor and a brassy cough. 
 
 
Design and Development: View Lab/Study Results 
Users can refer to the results of diagnostic investigations (e.g., labs, imaging or others) as they become 
available (Figure 7).  For imaging and other studies, users will be able to first review the data to practice 
independent interpretation of the findings and then compare their answers to that of an expert (e.g., radiologist’s, 
electrophysiologist’s or pathologist’s report).  
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Figure 7: Users can review the data from laboratory studies in order to interpret the findings and integrate the 
information with other clinical data to formulate a patient’s assessment.  Normal values are given in a blue tab when 
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Design and Development: Assessment - Differential Diagnosis 
After gathering all the patient information that they deem appropriate, the user can select “Assessment and 
Plan” and would then be prompted to record their differential diagnosis and input their orders (i.e., investigations, 
interventions and/or disposition).  During the differential diagnosis activity, users can choose from a list of 15 
diagnoses on the extended differential for their patient’s condition and create a prioritized differential diagnosis.  
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Design and Development: Plan - Orders 
Afterwards, users can select either investigations (e.g., labs, imaging, and other studies) and/or 
interventions (e.g., medications, procedures and disposition) from a list of available orders (Figure 9).  Using a rule-
based system, each of these interventions are linked to appropriate changes in the patient’s vitals signs and 






Figure 9: Users can input their orders for investigations and/or interventions (e.g., pharmacological or procedural).  
The system is able to track a user’s order history, recording the specific order, time entered and its current status 
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Design and Development: Hint System 
Throughout the case, users receive just-in-time formative feedback relating to their orders.  If users do not 
complete a green (indicated) action by a certain time point or if they initiate a red (non-indicated and harmful) 
action, then a pop-up window (Figure 10) will appear on the screen to urge the user to reevaluate the patient and 
reconsider their decisions.  Moreover, users will receive notifications if abnormal vitals signs and critical lab values 





Figure 10: Users receive just-in-time feedback in the form of notifications and explanations about their actions 
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Design and Development: Interactive Test Questions 
At any point during the case, the user may encounter embedded multiple-choice questions (e.g., single and 
multi-select) that must be completed before moving forward in the case (Figure 11).  Each question is linked to 
corresponding feedback and multimedia (e.g., video, audio, PDFs, hyperlinks) for self-directed learning.  These 
exercises are designed to be activities to facilitate user reflection on the target knowledge, skills or attitudes of the 





Figure 11: Interactive test questions can be included to further assess learning throughout the case.  Immediate 
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Design and Development: Summative Feedback 
PBLCloud’s cumulative scoring system grades the user on his/her differential diagnosis, orders (i.e., 
investigations and interventions) and responses to interactive test questions (Figure 11).  Scoring for the diagnosis 
activity is based on the presence and appropriate priority level of the leading diagnosis, which is designated by the 
author of the case (Figure 12).  The authors are considering other scoring mechanisms that would assess the entire 5-
item differential at each time point, in order to track diagnosis formulation and refinement.  The scoring system for 
user-initiated orders is based on the scoring system from the Computer Based Case Simulation of the USMLE™ 
Step 345,46 and it separates actions of the user into three categories: green (indicated, beneficial), yellow (non-
indicated, non-risky) and red (non-indicated, harmful) actions.  These distinctions are determined by the case-author 
during the case construction process and should be based on a combination of consensus guidelines and local 
practice (Figure 13).  Finally, interactive test questions are scored as either correct or incorrect responses (Figure 
14).  Depending on the objectives of a particular case, these sub-scores (i.e., diagnosis, orders, interactive test 
questions) can be weighted differently in order to emphasize certain skills such as history-taking or diagnosis 
formulation. 
In addition to reviewing feedback for their specific actions, users will be provided case-specific objectives, 
a diagnosis summary and a cumulative case summary to review the takeaways and the reasoning behind key 





Figure 11: The user’s cumulative score is based on the differential diagnosis, case actions and learning exercises 
sub-scores. 
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Figure 12: The differential diagnosis section is scored based on the presence and appropriate priority of the leading 






Figure 13: User-initiated actions are scored as green (indicated, beneficial), yellow (non-indicated, non-risky) or red 
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Figure 14: The interactive test questions are scored as either correct or incorrect.  Explanations for appropriate 




Usability Testing: Participant Demographics  
Of the 11 participants, five (45%) were male and six (55%) were female.  The median level of comfort with 
computer-based technologies was 5/5, indicating that participants were very comfortable using this type of 
technology.  This confidence was likely a consequence of the average amount of time that participants spent 
browsing the Internet (7.8 ±11.8 hours), on email (3.2 ± 2.8 hours) or texting (1.5 ±1.4 hours) in a given week.  With 
respect to their favorite websites, the most often cited included: www.google.com, www.espn.com, and 
www.nytimes.com.  Participants emphasized that relevant content, an organized interface, easy-to-use functionality 
and visually engaging multimedia were all aspects of these websites that they appreciated.  In addition, 100% of the 
participants admitted to using social networking tools (e.g., Facebook, Instagram, or Twitter). 
More importantly, the participants each had medical education resources that they utilized either in service 
of self-directed learning or for clinical decision-making.  Amongst this small cohort, Up-to-date and PubMed were 
the most frequently cited resources used in this vain.  As compared to their more senior level colleagues, medical 
students appeared to be more aware of and employed a more varied list of resources that included: UWorld question 
banks, Pathoma47, Picmonic®48, Piktochart and Sketchy Micro49.  All participants had been exposed to other virtual 
patient simulators, ranging from the lowest to the highest fidelity platforms.  MedU’s CLIPP cases50, the USMLE™ 
Step 3 Case Simulator, and other OPENPediatrics simulators (i.e., Mechanical Ventilator51 and Peritoneal 
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Dialysis52) were among the main systems previously used by the group.  Participants explained that they appreciated 
systems that were clinically-oriented (i.e., focused on diagnosis and management), realistic (in terms of content and 
the consequences of user-initiated actions), open-ended, and that provided just-in-time feedback.  However, they 
lamented systems that had irrelevant content, too much text, long completion times and limited interactivity. 
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Usability Testing: Emergent Themes 
 
With a median Likert rating of 5/5, 73% of participants strongly agreed that the PBLCloud system is a 
useful resource (Figure 15).  27% of participants appreciated the simulators grounding in reality and 64% of 
participants appreciated the focus on clinical diagnosis and management.  Moreover, 27% of participants concluded 
that the just-in-time feedback was another helpful feature of the simulator.  Likely a result of the aforementioned, 
91% of participants believed that the simulator would be appropriate for a “broad spectrum of learners,” pending 
“tailoring of the [case] content and complexity” (Table 2). 
64% of participants strongly agreed, with a median Likert rating of 5/5, that they enjoyed their experience 
with the PBLCloud simulator (Figure 15).  27% of the participants attributed their enjoyment to the relevance of the 
type and amount of information incorporated in the case as well as the overall focus on knowledge application.  
Importantly, 64% of participants emphasized that they appreciated the interface noting the attractive layout, 
straightforward functionality and inclusion of multimedia (Table 2). 
With a median Likert rating of 5/5, 82% of participants reported that they were very interested in using 
PBLCloud in the future and this is likely the indirect result of assessing the system as both useful and enjoyable 
(Table 2). They acknowledged the potential of the PBLCloud simulator for both active self-study (55% of 
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Figure 15: Bar graph demonstrating the number of participant responses (Y-axis) for three Likert-type items 
(Questions 1, 10 and 5 see Appendix III) from the 10-item open-ended questionnaire (X-axis). N = 11. 
 
Given that all the participants had been exposed to VPS, whether in medical school or during residency, is 
was important to assess how PBLCloud compared to other simulators.  27% of participants stressed that the 
PBLCloud case simulator was more interactive than other simulators, allowing for a more free form experience that 
“[was] like open waters with multiple avenues to do down.”  Overall, 27% of participants judged the system to be 
more engaging that others on the market, highlighting the limited text on screen as well as the incorporation of 
engaging multimedia on the Home Screen, in the Physical Examination section and in the Review Labs/Study 
section (Table 2). 
There were three areas of improvement that the participants identified for the current version of the 
PBLCloud simulator.  64% explained that they initially had difficulty understanding how to navigate on and 
between webpages.  They appeared to find the system intuitive “once I figured it out”, with a few participants 
recommending the addition of a tutorial before starting the first case.  The history-taking feature of PBLCloud, 
enabled by a proprietary NLP algorithm, is the most novel as well as the most challenging aspect of this simulator to 
develop.  55% of participants described the history-taking function as frustrating as they received incorrect or 












Usefulness	   Enjoyment	   Future	  Use	  
Likert	  -­‐	  1	  
Likert	  -­‐	  2	  
Likert	  -­‐	  3	  
Likert	  -­‐	  4	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feature for the second round of usability testing and include a “Patient Chart” (Figure 2) for users to review the 
historical information until a reasonable approach to this challenge could be implemented.  Finally, 55% of 
participants emphasized that more multimedia should be incorporated throughout the simulator.  In particular, they 
suggested the inclusion of more images/animations “for all relevant physical examination findings” as well as 
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Usability Testing: System Usability Score  
The average SUS during Rounds 1 and 2 were 79.7 ± 12.0  and 82.5 ± 19.8, respectively.  A score of 68 
indicates that a system is above average.34 
 
Usability Testing: Bugs, Usability Issues and Content Errors 
The number of bugs, usability issues and content errors decreased between the two rounds of testing from 
three bugs, four usability issues and five content errors identified in Round 1 to two bugs, one usability issue and 
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DISCUSSION 
Introduction to Immersion 
Our understanding of immersion is informed by both the gaming and virtual reality literatures18,53-56, each 
encompassing multiple conceptualizations of this construct.  As described above, immersion can be defined as a 
psychological state characterized by perceiving oneself as included in and interacting with an environment (real or 
virtual) that provides a continuous stream of stimuli and experiences.18 The term describes the degree of one’s 
involvement in that environment and consists of three distinct stages: engagement, engrossment and total immersion 
(also known as presence).  Humans have limited mental resources to help orient themselves to and selectively 
process environmental stimuli.  Thus, one of the enabling conditions for immersion is focusing one’s attention 
towards particular stimuli in an environment.  Engagement, then, implies a deeper investment of one’s attention, 
effort and time.18 And as an individual is drawn further into an environment by the narrative, tasks and visuals 
he/she becomes emotionally invested and engrossed.18 Finally, the individual reaches total immersion once the 
majority of sensory inputs received, interpreted and acted upon originates from that environment. High-fidelity 
virtual reality environments are not required to induce immersion; many books and movies with compelling 
narratives can foster a sufficiently immersive experience.18 Broadly, the level of immersion depends on an 
individual’s degree of isolation from his/her surroundings as well as the coherence and relevance of the stimuli 
therein.53  
 
Importance of Immersion 
It has been demonstrated that immersion has significant implications for skill acquisition, mastery and 
transfer.57,58 Gutierrez et al. investigated how the degree of immersion in a virtual reality simulation influenced 
knowledge acquisition.59 The authors compared the performance of first-year medical students wearing a head 
mounted display (full immersion) to those using a standard computer screen (partial immersion).  While both groups 
benefited from the virtual reality simulation, the fully immersed group demonstrated higher educational gains.  
Some of the highest fidelity VPS systems support voice and gesture recognition and have 3D avatars of patients that 
express synthesized or pre-recorded responses.60,61 While these systems represent both a technological as well a 
pedagogical advancement, low fidelity systems can be utilized to accomplish specific educational objectives.1 This 
leads to two important questions: 1) “just how immersive does an educational modality need to be to achieve its 
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objectives?” and 2) “which elements of a VPS system are the most sensitive and specific for inducing, sustaining 
and enhancing immersion?”  
 
Factors that Influence Immersion 
Given our limited attentional resources, the experience of immersion is ever fleeting. It is influenced by 
multiple factors, both human- and system-related, that could be leveraged by game developers and educators alike.  
This discussion will focus on the system factors that influence immersion. Stanney et al. provide an in depth analysis 
of the human factors that contribute to the experience of immersion.62 Witmer et al. offer a useful theoretical 
framework that categorizes the system factors that influence immersion into the following: distraction, sensory, 
control and realism factors.18 Each of these factors influence immersion in their own way, but also interact with one 
another in ways that are hitherto misunderstood.  In the following section, we utilize Witmer et al. framework to 
highlight specific design features of PBLCloud’s user interface and functionality that were incorporated to increase 
immersion and contrast these with features from other VPS systems in the literature.  
 
PBLCloud: Distraction and Sensory Factors  
Immersion depends on the user’s ability to focus their selective attention on coherent and meaningful 
stimuli in an environment.   Focusing one’s attention on novel information and selecting for relevant stimuli requires 
a considerable amount of mental effort.  And according to Held and Durlach, this process is impaired when system 
interfaces are unnatural, clumsy and artifact laden.63 Thus, we sought to develop an easy-to-use and intuitive 
interface by minimizing distractions on screen (e.g., excessive text, diagnostic tools, etc.) and highlighting key 
features of the patient (e.g., time point in the case, patient’s image, vital signs).  Our goal was to free up the user’s 
mental resources to focus on the most clinically relevant features of the patient.  In particular, audio, images, 
animations and live action video can be embedded into PBLCloud to facilitate multimodal sensory stimulation.  The 
inclusion of this multimedia creates a rich virtual environment that is both complete and coherent.  For example, our 
pilot case of pediatric patient with croup features multiple animations of a toddler in respiratory distress, 
demonstrating pale skin, nasal flaring, retractions, stridor and a “seal-like” cough.  Unlike with text-based findings, 
users have the opportunity to review key features of the patient’s symptomology.  This provides an opportunity for 
deliberate practice, in the hopes of bolstering the user’s retention of information and transfer to the real world 
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environment.  Ultimately, by minimizing distractions and including opportunities for multimodal sensory 
stimulation, users may become more immersed in the activity and in turn develop a clearer mental model of the 
patient to manage with greater interactivity. 
 
PBLCloud: Control and Realism Factors - Linearity and Interactivity 
Witmer et al. describe how a higher degree of control increases user immersion, especially when the user is 
able to appreciate that their actions have immediate, meaningful and predictable results.18 The CASUS, CAMPUS 
and Web-SP64,65 systems all support linear (“string of pearls”) cases in which the patient’s narrative flows in a 
predetermined arc.  While OpenLabyrinth66 and DecisionSim™67 are two systems that support branching narratives 
and allow users to explore the consequences of their actions.  This feature helps to foster “deep learning” and critical 
thinking around key decision points68, especially when accompanied by adaptive feedback.  PBLCloud is an 
example of a scenario-based VPS system that supports branching narratives.  If users initiate non-indicated harmful 
actions or if patient parameters (e.g., vital signs and lab values) fall outside of acceptable normal limits, users 
receive formative feedback, through the hint system, explaining that their patient’s clinical status is deteriorating and 
that they should return to reevaluate their patient and management approach.  
Immersion is further enhanced if these results are consistent with expectations derived from the real world. 
When the user initiates specific therapeutic interventions, their actions have appreciable consequences on patient 
parameters (i.e., clinical severity, vital signs and laboratory values).  With respect to our pilot case, consensus 
guidelines identify the combination of corticosteroids and racemic epinephrine as the mainstay for the management 
of croup.  Specifically, the onset of action of racemic epinephrine is between 10 – 30 minutes and the duration of 
effect is approximately 90 minutes.  Using a rule-based system, the PBLCloud system stores this information and is 
able to model the physiologic processes that result from natural disease progression as well as user-initiated 
therapeutic interventions.  For example, the administration of racemic epinephrine to a patient with uncomplicated 
croup will result in a decrease in respiratory rate, increase in heart rate and temporary improvement in 
symptomology.  The combination of increased interactivity and a system that responds immediately and realistically 
will be a powerful tool to help engage users and facilitate the transfer of their insights from the virtual world back to 
the real world.   
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Interviewing Skills 
Osler is credited with saying, “Listen to the patient, he is telling you the diagnosis”.  70 – 75% of diagnoses 
are correctly identified based on the historical examination alone.69-71 Despite this fact, until the 1970s, interviewing 
skills were not a part of medical curricula72, even though effective communication can be taught, learned and 
practiced. Originally, instruction around interviewing skills relied on lectures, textbooks, checklists and video taped 
examples.72 Interviewing skills involve both the application of medical knowledge as well as basic communication 
skills.  Medical education research in the 1970s – 1990s highlighted the importance of these skills and now 
communication is designated as a core competency by the ACGME.73 These are critical components of the 
diagnostic process and proper communication has been demonstrated to improve patient satisfaction and outcomes, 
by both empowering patients and reducing medical errors.29,74 
 
Simulation of the Historical Encounter 
VPS has been shown to be an effective educational modality for the teaching of interviewing skills.75,76  
Many systems employ selection-based approaches (e.g., multiple-choice lists, menu-based prompts and forced 
branching) to simulate the doctor-patient conversation.  For example, students using the CASUS and CAMPUS 
systems must select questions from short preformed question lists.  While, students using the Virtual Interactive 
Case System77 from Canada have access to a comprehensive and well-organized menu of questions to chosen from.  
In contrast, other systems utilize chat-based (voice-recognition versus free-text) approaches to simulate a more 
natural back-and-forth between doctor and patient.72,78  For example, the high fidelity 3D avatars from USC’s 
Institute of Creative Technologies utilize natural language processing to support voice recognition and combine this 
technology with speech production software to simulate the historical encounter.79  Few other systems have made a 
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Natural Language Processing and Chat-Based Approaches 
Chat-based approaches to simulate the doctor patient conversation require robust NLP algorithms to 
provide context specific responses to user inquiries.   NLP involves a range of computational techniques used for the 
representation and automatic analysis of human language, based on syntax, semantics and pragmatics.  This field of 
research is informed by computer science, artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistics and computational 
linguistics.  Researchers and practitioners have been tackling this problem of human-computer interactions since the 
1950s, with great success embodied by Google’s search engine, IBM’s Watson and Apple’s Siri.81 Though, in the 
domain of medical education, there have been a few studies that reported on how the ineffective chat-based 
approach of typed and spoken questions in early VPS systems distracted from the realism of the user’s 
experience72,82 and may have even increased the user’s cognitive load.1 With that in mind, Cook et al. suggested that 
it may be more effective for users to select their questions from a standard bank, ultimately emphasizing that other 
educational modalities, such as SPs, may be better suited for testing patient interviewing skills1.  
 
Selection-Based Approaches vs. Chat-Based Approaches 
Educationally, selection-based approaches are not able to evaluate if students know 1) what questions to 
ask, 2) when to ask certain questions and 3) how to ask those questions.  Many users have described systems 
utilizing selection-based approaches for the doctor-patient conversation as linear and inauthentic. Halan et al. 
compared selection-based versus chat-based approaches to simulating the doctor-patient conversation during the 
training of novice students.80 Many of the students judged the chat-based interaction to be more realistic.  This 
underscores how more natural interactions facilitate authenticity, which we know enhances immersion through 
control and realism factors.  Some students were frustrated using the chat-based interaction since the response 
accuracy was lower than the selection-based cases.  This is expected given that in selection-based approaches, 
students know which questions are available and have answers, while in chat-based formats, response accuracy 
depends on the instructor’s ability to properly anticipate questions from users.  One study demonstrated that it is 
difficult for experts to generate a comprehensive list of novice level questions as a result of the qualitative and 
quantitative difference in their approach to interviewing the patient.28 Specifically, experts often ask fewer and more 
sensitive/specific questions than novices, reflecting their extensive experience and deeper understanding of the 
material.83,84 Furthermore, chat-based interactions require students to recall what, when, how and why certain 
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questions should be asked.  Accurate recall of information is more cognitively taxing, as compared to the 
recognition of information.  
Cook and Triola explain that high fidelity systems are not always required to achieve educational objectives 
and can be quite resource and time intensive to develop.1 This, in turn, requires a careful consideration of how to 
appropriately utilize lower fidelity systems to address learning goals of individuals at different expertise levels.  
Based on the feedback from participants, Halan et al. suggest that selection-based approaches may be more 
appropriate for the preclinical years during which students are still learning the basics behind interviewing 
patients.80 These virtual patient simulators would focus on modeling the “what”, “when” and “how” of historical 
interview questions.  While chat-based approaches may be more appropriate during the clinical years when students 
have developed greater clinical acumen.  With a chat-based functionality, medical students during their clinical 
years would have the ability to deliberately practice their interview skills, such as taking patient’s sexual history85,  
in a psychological safe environment.  It would allow students to focus more on recall as opposed to mere 
recognition, as with the selection-based approach.  Ultimately, chat-based interactions better approximate the natural 
interaction between doctor and patient, establishing a more immersive environment.  Greater immersion implies a 
better approximation of the mental space for clinical reasoning, which the user is practicing to transfer to the real 
world with real patients. 
Cook et al. propose that it may be more effective to utilize SPs to acquire and master these skills, but the 
use of SPs is itself a resource-intensive process and the consistency of SPs has been called into question.1 In that 
regard, we assert that with optimization, PBLCloud’s innovative algorithm for NLP will be robust enough to allow 
for an unscripted conversation that unfolds naturally between patient and physician, supporting context-specific 
responses to user queries.  The social-emotional dimensions of the physician-patient interaction can only be 
approximated through NLP models and thus VPS will never be a substitute for the real patient encounter.1,86 But this 
modality could prove to be an effective tool for the deliberate practice of these skills, especially in developing 
countries or resource-limited settings that have no other alternatives.12  
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Usability Testing: Demographics and Themes  
 
Participant Demographics  
Our cohort for usability testing demonstrated a familiarity as well as a comfort with computer-based 
technology.  Their extensive experience with this type of technology has undoubtedly informed their preferences 
regarding features/aspects of these systems that they deem useful or satisfying.  In general, participants 
acknowledged that they appreciate resources that are well-organized, easy-to-use, maintain relevant content and that 
incorporate multimedia.  Moreover, participants explained that they utilize various resources for self-study and 
clinical decision-making.  Senior level trainees and practitioners relied on a few medical education resources such as 
uptodate.com and PubMed; medicals students employed a more diverse set of resources, including newer 
applications such as Pathoma and Picmonic.   
With respect to virtual patient simulators, participants had been exposed to MedU’s CLIPP cases as well as 
the USMLE™ Step 3 Case Simulator.  Similar to other cohorts reported on in the literature7, participants preferred 
systems that were clinically-oriented, realistic, highly interactive, maintained limited text and that included 
opportunities for just-in-time feedback.  The various themes that emerged during analysis underline how the 
PBLCloud simulator was able to meet, at least in part, the expectations of the participants around computer-based 
technology broadly and virtual patient simulators specifically.   
 
PBLCloud and Usefulness 
The responses from the post-session interview revealed that participants believed the PBLCloud simulator 
was a useful resource.  The purpose of PBLCloud is to serve as a resource for the instruction and assessment of 
clinical reasoning, focusing on the formulation/revision of the diagnosis as well as the development and execution of 
a management plan.  These represent skills that healthcare providers must practice and apply each day in the service 
of patient-care. Audiovisual realism and patient parameters that appropriately update based on user-initiated actions 
combined to successfully mimic the clinical environment.  This realism likely allows for better knowledge 
consolidation along with enhanced knowledge transfer from the virtual world to the real world.  Participants 
appreciated this focus on knowledge application and found the in-case hint system to be quite helpful as it provided 
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formative feedback regarding user-initiated actions.  Given all this, participants assessed PBLCloud simulator to be 
widely applicable to all levels of training and could serve as a resource for interprofessional education. 
 
PBLCloud and Participant Enjoyment  
Participants enjoyed their experience with the simulator, highlighting the relevant content, limited text and 
visual stimulation.  The clinical setting is a data-rich environment that requires numerous metacognitive skills to 
successfully navigate its waters.  Students prefer systems that have limited text and an organized interface, likely 
because these features help to manage the cognitive load of the clinical environment.  This allows users to focus on 
the most crucial elements of the case.  In addition, participants concluded that the interface and multimedia were 
engaging aspects of the system.  Many explained that the inclusion of multimedia helped to make the system more 
engaging than other simulators, namely MedU’s CLIPP cases.  Multimodal stimulation helps to immerse the user in 
the sights and sounds of the clinical environment and with respect to the physical examination section, helps provide 
a substrate to practice the clinical skills of observation, description and interpretation.  However, in terms of areas of 
improvement, a theme of “more multimedia” emerged as participants wanted all the “[organ] systems” in the 
Physical Examination section to have multimedia or at least all the relevant “[organ] systems” that should be 
examined for a given case. 
 
PBLCloud as Compared to other Virtual Patient Simulators 
Overall, the average SUS was 79.7 ± 12.0 in Round 1 and 82.5 ± 19.8 in Round 2.  Both of these scores 
indicate the PBLCloud system is an above average system in terms of usability, learnability and user satisfaction. 
Multiple participants noted that PBLCloud was more interactive than more linear systems like MedU’s CLIPP cases. 
This increase in interactivity is reflected the chat-based history taking functionality, the interactive body diagram for 
physical examination as well as the ability to order various diagnostics and therapeutic interventions in the 
“Ordering” section.  When combined with the individualized formative feedback from the hint system, this 
increased interactivity has the potential to be a powerful tool for learning clinical reasoning as students explore the 
consequences of their actions in this psychologically safe environment.7 
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PBLCloud and Areas for Improvement  
The novel aspect of PBLCloud is the history-taking feature that is enabled by a proprietary NLP algorithm.  
The goal was to increase user immersion by enhancing control and realism factor through, first and foremost, the 
chat-based historical encounter.  While the system is able to provide context-specific responses to user queries, it is 
not 100% correct and can provide inappropriate or unexpected responses.  Participants found this to be frustrating 
and some admitted to foregoing the history-taking activity altogether.  As a result of this frustration, the authors 
included a “View Patient Chart” feature, which details the patient’s relevant clinical history and deemphasized the 
chat-based functionality.  It is likely that this change accounts for a proportion of the increase in SUS from Round 1 
to Round 2.  Ultimately, the ideal system to simulate the doctor-patient conversation in a cost-effective and scalable 
manner has yet to be developed.  Though, we hope future iterations of PBLCloud will be able to fill this niche.  
Various approaches are being considered in order to address the response accuracy of our NLP algorithm. 
Some researchers have utilized a strategy in which medical students first formulate a case draft with historical 
dialogue and then senior level residents and attendings use their experience to successfully tailor the dialogue.28,80  
During our usability testing we learned that participants with higher levels of training had more difficulty with 
receiving appropriate responses to their queries, which recapitulates the extant literature regarding the qualitative 
difference between how experts and novices pose questions and ultimately conceptualize the clinical environment.  
Another approach would be to have samples from each level of training complete the case and record all the various 
ways questions were posed as a means to inform the NLP algorithm.  Similarly, the use of machine learning would 
be a more efficient approach that would allow the authors to avoid requiring large samples of trainees to construct 
the historical dialogue.  Finally, an intermediate approach would be to have a place on screen for users to click and 
identify incorrect or inappropriate computer-generated responses during history taking.28 This would help 
developers and case authors alike to identify problems with the dialogue and begin to conceive of techniques to 
tackle these issues.  
In addition, participants explained that the system was not fully intuitive, noting navigation issues on and 
between pages.  This likely explains the level of confidence, which trended towards neutral, that participants had 
while using the PBLCloud system.  The Case Assistant was one feature implemented in order to address this issue, 
and will be tested during the next round of usability testing.  Moreover, the authors are entertaining the idea of 
implementing a tutorial section for users to complete before their first case.  
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PBLCloud and Participant’s Future Use 
Despite these challenges and areas of improvement, the overall SUS score is approximately 80, which 
significantly increases the likelihood that an end-user would recommend the device or application to another 
individual.  This is underscored by the fact that the participants reported a high likelihood of utilizing the PBLCloud 
simulator in the future for either asynchronous self-paced learning or for case-based instruction, which were among 
the goals for creating the system.  
 
Limitations 
* See sub-section PBLCloud and Areas for Improvement  
The medical education literature lacks theory-based guidelines for the design, development, 
implementation and evaluation of VPS systems.  As a result, the authors completed a thorough literature search to 
identify any tips 25,27 and guiding principles 24,26,87 to aid in the design process.  These guiding principles were 
supplemented by the combined experience of the authors.  Though, design solutions unavoidably reflect the norms, 
values, and concepts held by designers.  Cook et al. calls into question many features commonly incorporated into 
VPS systems, including the use of multimedia in VPS cases as well as the incorporation of NLP.1 These concerns 
are warranted given that the development of VPS systems and the subsequent authoring of cases can be a resource-
intensive process.  PBLCloud makes use of these features as a means to improve interactivity, authenticity, student 
immersion and the potential for learning.  To arrive at any meaningful conclusions about whether or not it is 
appropriate to include such features, it will require clinical educators to begin a branch of research dedicated to the 
psychometric analysis of specific features incorporated into VPS systems.  This will prove to be a Titanic 
undertaking and thus call for a multi-institutional and interdisciplinary approach to conduct hypothesis testing 
around the most effective features of VPS system, instructional design and ultimate curricular integration. 
With respect to usability testing, one limitation involves the fact that we had a small sample size of users 
pooled from two academic institutions, most with a background in pediatrics.  Future psychometric testing for 
validity will require a larger sample size to make more generalizable conclusions about the system.  The usability 
testing above focused on our initial test case involving the diagnosis and management of viral croup, but further 
testing will need to include a variety of cases to ensure reliability.  Afterwards, we will need to complete usability 
testing in other geographic and clinical contexts since we anticipate that this tool will be used by the global 
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community and especially in resource-limited settings.  Given this later aim, we will need to ensure that future 




New Features and Psychometric Testing 
Based on usability testing OPENPediatrics will be considering various features for the inclusion in future 
iterations of PBLCloud.  These examples such as a comprehensive differential diagnosis list of ICD-10 codes 
organized by specialty, costs for individual interventions in the “Orders” as well as to the development of a 
cumulative scoring system that accounts for the analytical versus non-analytical thinking of the user, by balancing 
management efficiency and thoroughness.  The final steps for PBLCloud will include conducting a psychometric 
analysis of the system, focusing on validity, reliability and educational impact (i.e., short-term, intermediate-term, 
long-term and evidence of transfer to real patient encounters).  We also intend to investigate the level of immersion 
induced by the system and compare that against other published VPS systems.  This will require multiple tools from 
the literature used to measure an individual’s capacity for and experience of immersion.18,62,88   
 
Application of PBLCloud: OPENPediatrics’ Mission 
OPENPediatrics is leveraging Internet-based technology and the methods of social learning to build and 
sustain networks of clinicians, across both space and time, to help clinicians make informed decision and solve 
problems in ways that were previously infeasible.  The three core components of the OPENPediatrics knowledge-
sharing platform include 1) facilitating information on-demand, 2) growing a global community of clinicians and 3) 
establishing evidence-based and peer-reviewed guided clinical learning pathways.  In the following we will outline 
how OPENPediatrics will utilize PBLCloud to tackle the challenges facing healthcare education globally and how it 
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Application of PBLCloud: Global Community 
 Supporting healthcare education in resource-limited settings is inherently challenging due to the unequal 
distribution of the global healthcare workforce as well as the marginal monetary investment in educational 
initiatives.  More specifically, sub-Saharan Africa struggles with 24% of the world’s disease burden, but is equipped 
with only 3% of the global healthcare workforce.89 This translates to approximately 2.3 healthcare workers per 1000 
individuals, while the United States enjoys 24.8 healthcare workers per 1000 individuals.90 The etiology of these 
critical shortages is multifactorial and includes the migration of healthcare workers to other countries due to low 
wages, unstable working environments, weak public health systems as well as deficits in the infrastructure and 
funding for training.91 As a result, the stocks of healthcare workers are decreasing and there is limited capacity to 
replenish those numbers in a sustainable fashion.  Moreover, rural areas and under-populated cities in the United 
States are facing similar challenges and a 2015 study projects that the United States, as a whole, faces a shortage of 
between 46,000 – 90,000 physicians.92  
Thus, there is a mounting need to improve the quantity and quality of the global healthcare workforce by 
investing in innovative methods for the education of both trainees and graduates.93 Many institutions in low-to-
middle income countries have turned to e-learning and related educational modalities as a potential avenue to 
improve faculty efficiency and effectiveness as well as mitigate the global migration of healthcare workers.94 One of 
the cardinal missions of OPENPediatrics is to use Internet based technology to establish and maintain a global 
community of clinicians, sharing their knowledge in the service of caring for critically ill children.  Currently, the 
OPENPediatric’s educational resources are being utilized in 145 countries worldwide, including such countries as 
Malawi and Ethiopia, both designated as low-to-middle income countries according to the World Bank.95 We 
believe that the PBLCloud can be used to support the training of these healthcare workers in developing countries 
and other resource-limited settings.  Our goal is for the system to be intuitive enough to reduce the labor associated 
with authoring rich VPS cases and flexible enough for instructors to adapt cases to local realities (e.g., disease 
burden, culture, language).  Furthermore, PBLCloud will be an open access resource and thus prove to be a cost-
effective alternative for institutions that do not have the requisite infrastructure and institutional funding.  
Institutional partnerships represent another means of addressing this problem, in addition to the intentional 
sequencing of educational modalities to support transformation learning.  This latter option seeks to maximize the 
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utility of current resources without incurring additional costs and the effectiveness of this strategy has been 
demonstrated by a small sample of studies in the literature91 and will be touched upon in the following section.   
 
Application of PBLCloud: Clinical Learning Pathways (CLPs) 
There are many educational modalities (e.g., didactics, VPS and SPs) in the clinical educator’s 
armamentarium, but these modalities do not teach or assess the same cognitive, psychomotor or socio-emotional 
constructs.  As a result, curriculum designers need to think critically about the optimal means of integrating these 
educational methods and materials.  CLPs are a combination of educational methods and materials thoughtfully 
orchestrated into a string of activities to promote and sustain learning.96 While VPS can facilitate asynchronous and 
distance learning, other patterns of activity have been proposed, using VPS as a reference activity, in blended 
learning, for group collaboration and as a bridging activity.26 In PBLCloud, users have the ability to select and 
sequence cases to fill self-assessed knowledge gaps.  Similarly, instructors can sequence cases in such a fashion as 
to underscore key teaching points for their students; this could include constructing a module of cases that all 
together emphasize the differential diagnosis of respiratory disease in a pediatric patient (Figure 8).  While there is a 
paucity of the theories and practice guidelines to help clinical educators integrate VPS into a larger curriculum, the 
authors have turned to adult learning theory and specifically, Kolb’s Theory of experiential learning, to inform the 
construction of CLPs that are both meaningful and effective.  
Kolb’s Theory is a four-stage cyclical theory of experiential learning that includes 1) a concrete experience, 
2) reflective observation 3) abstract conceptualization and 4) active experimentation before entering the cycle.97 The 
following will detail the sequencing of various educational modalities offered by OPENPediatrics into a clinical 
learning pathway that medical students, for example, could be assigned by their instructors to complete during their 
3rd year clinical rotation in pediatrics.  More specifically, a trainee may be caring for a pediatric patient that arrives 
in the ED with signs and symptoms consist with a viral croup infection and they were tasked with the concrete 
experience of formulating the proper diagnosis for this patient and recommending the appropriate evidence-based 
management.  Afterwards, they could collaborate with the global community on OPENPediatrics message boards to 
help reflect on that patient encounter and then review the various videos and summaries on the platform in order to 
consolidate the general approach to pediatric respiratory distress.  Trainees could then utilize PBLCloud to actively 
experiment with their recently acquired medical knowledge and reasoning skills in a psychologically safe 
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environment.  Finally, this could be followed up with a concrete experience of using high-fidelity mannequin 
simulation in an environment that better approximates the real clinic setting.  This cycle could be repeated until 
reaching the next concrete experience, which could be the care of a real patient.  Overall, this represents a 
progressive and student-centered approach to learning the diagnosis and management of a pediatric patient 
presenting in respiratory distress.  Finally, OPENPediatrics will be utilizing the learning course management system 
known as OpenEdX, which is a web-based application for the administration, documentation, tracking and reporting 
for educational programs.98 We anticipate this will further help instructors develop and implement their own CLPs 
for students.  
 
New PBLCloud Interfaces: Instructor Interface 
In the midst of the inertia from competing clinical, research and administrative responsibilities, clinicians 
have less time available to dedicate toward teaching.  This trend is likely to worsen and thus alternative approaches, 
such as VPS, that are evidenced-based, peer-reviewed and easy-to-use will prove valuable in addressing this 
challenge.  For instance, Maldonado et al. demonstrated that a hybrid (VP - paper) PBL case module for physician 
assistant students resulted in a 40% savings in facilitator time, with a projected potential savings of 92% if VPS 
were to replace the paper cases entirely.99 Albeit, many studies have stressed that authoring VPS cases can be labor-
intensive, time-intensive and monetarily costly.1 Huang et al. reported that 61% of VPS cases take more than 6 
months to produce and 85% of those cases cost $10,000 to develop and implement.8 OPENPediatrics provides open-
access of evidenced-based and peer-reviewed resources to its users and PBLCloud will be launched on this 
knowledge-sharing platform.  Our goal would be for PBLCloud to represent a cost-effective alternative that supports 
the efficient authoring, editing, and sharing of cases as well as individual multimedia resources.   
A tree-like template system to guide authors, comprehensive repository for historical questions, physical 
examination signs and condition-specific lab values as well as a large referatory (collection of metadata such as 
learning objectives for a case) will help to facilitate both de novo case construction as well as the adaptation of 
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New PBLCloud Interfaces: Administrator Interface 
OPENPediatrics will serve as the administrator for PBLCloud cases and curricula published on our 
knowledge-sharing platform.  The main responsibilities of the administrator is to oversee the peer-review process to 
ensure that 1) the content of the information in instructor-derived cases are up-to-date and evidence-based, 2) the 
structure of the cases are educationally sound and 3) that any intellectual property issues have been addressed.  
Furthermore, the staff at OPENPediatrics will be available to support instructors in the development of cases and 




Physicians must command a large corpse of biomedical knowledge and develop a wide array of skills (i.e., 
cognitive, psychomotor and socio-emotional) that facilitate their ability to “cure sometimes, to relieve often, to 
comfort always”.100 This is further underscored and compounded by the fact that in the 1930s only one or two new 
therapeutic agents were implemented into practice each year and now we are on the order of over 30 new agents 
developed and introduced each year.101 VPS systems broadly and PBLCloud in particular, were developed to 
address this reality as a means to facilitate the instruction, deliberate practice and assessment of clinical reasoning.  
Many existing systems suffer from limited interactivity and unnatural interactions, both control and realism factors 
that affect the user’s immersion and by extension potential educational benefit.  Our specific strategy was to increase 
immersion through a chat-based functionality to simulate the doctor-patient conversation.  PBLCloud was able to 
address certain needs/priorities of users, who assessed the system as useful and enjoyable as well as more interactive 
and more engaging than other simulators, ultimately seeking to use the system in the future.  Users identified areas 
for improvement and future efforts will be geared towards optimizing PBLCloud’s NLP algorithm so as to improve 
the doctor-patient conversation.  Furthermore, it will be important to investigate the validity, reliability, level of 
induced user immersion and educational impact of the system.  Overall, we anticipate that PBLCloud will be a 
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APPENDIX I 
 






Thank you for agreeing to provide OPENPediatrics with feedback on our new virtual patient simulator, PBLCloud.  
PBLCloud simulates the patient encounter from beginning to end as a means to teach and assess clinical reasoning.  
Before we begin, I would like to provide you with some background and I will be reading from a script in order to 
make sure I address all aspects of the testing process.   
 
First off, we are testing the interface and functionality of PBLCLoud, and not you.  You can stop the testing at any 
time, so please just tell me and we will stop. We will be using a think-aloud protocol and as you are interacting with 
the simulator I will be asking you to talk me through your thought processes.  At certain times in the protocol I will 
ask you some directed questions and give you some specific tasks to accomplish.  Please just verbalize what you are 
doing, as you do it.  This may feel strange and I would like to warn you in advance that I will ask you to keep 















Position (Medical Student/Resident/Fellow): 
 




Expertise with Computer-based and Web-based Technology: 
 
1. Please rate your comfort level with computer-based technologies: 
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2. How many hours a day would you say you spend… 
 
a. browsing the web? 
 




d. Do you have a favorite website you like to use? 
 
i. Why do you like it? 
 
3. Have you ever taken an online course?   Yes/No 
 
a. If yes, what was it?   
 
b. When did you take it?  
 
c. What did you like about it? 
 
4. Do you use online social networking tools (e.g., Facebook, Twitter)?    Yes/No 
 
a. If so, which ones? 
 
b. If not, why not? 
 
5. What is(are) your favorite online resource(s) for medical education (e.g., Up-to-date, question banks for 
boards studying, Pathoma)  ? 
 
a. Why do you like it(them)? 
 
6. Have you used any online simulations (e.g., CLIPP cases)?    
 
a. If so, which ones? 
 
b. What did you like about it (interface/functionality)?  
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Thank you.  Now I would like you to take a look at the program and tell me what you think as you go through it. 
Again, I am not testing you.  We just want to understand your experience with the program.  I am interested in all 
your reactions, positive and negative.  Please think out loud. The more your talk as you go, the more we will 
understand about what works and what needs to be changed. 
 







After logging into PBLCloud, the following screen appears. 
 
 

















4. Do you have any other comments about this page? 
 
 
Introduction to the Case 
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TIME POINT 1: START 
 
 
Main Learner View  
 











3. If the test user doesn’t recognize how to view references ranges then provide the following prompt: Please 











Historical Encounter  
 
1. To begin your evaluation, please interview your patient. 
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Physical Examination  
 












3. If the tester doesn’t focus on the Pulmonary Exam you can explain the following: You are concerned that this 
patient has a respiratory problem and thus would like to perform a Pulmonary Exam.  Please locate the findings 


















Review Labs/Study Results 
 
 
1. Now that you have completed your historical and physical examination of the patient, what would you do next 
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Assessment and Plan 
 
1. Now that we have viewed the “View Lab/Study Results” section, what would you do next to in the evaluation 









2. Please explain what you expect to happen if you clicked the “Assessment and Plans” radio button. 
 





Differential Diagnosis Activity 
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Orders 
 






2. Please order the necessary investigations or interventions for your patient.  If the tester doesn’t know what to 















4. Is there anything that you think should be included in the system? 
 



































This pop-up window contains a couple of multiple-choice questions that learners have to complete before moving 
forward with the case. 
 
 
1. Please go through and answer the multiple-choice questions.  When you have completed all the questions please 
















TIME POINT 1: COMPLETED 
 
 























We have now come to the end of the first time point of this case.  You will be taken to the next time point.  Before 
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New Time Point Introduction 
 












For this initial version of this case, the content of the historical interview is the same as in time point 1, though is 






















View Lab/Study Results 
 
1. If the tester is having difficulty with this task you can provide the following prompts.  The New Time Point 
Introduction explained that we have lab and imaging results back for review 
 










c. Please locate the available imaging for your patient. 
 
 
i. What do you think of the two separate tabs for “Media” and “View Report”. 





1. Before we order those interventions let’s go forward with the case without addressing the patient’s respiratory 
distress. 
 
























3. If the tester is having a difficult time you can provide the following prompt: There is a high index of suspicion 






4. Please order dexamethasone PO and racemic epinephrine for your patient. 
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f. Learning Exercises  
 
 




You have now completed the croup case I have a short survey for you to complete and a few opened questions for 
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APPENDIX II 
 
System Usability Scale: 
 
Directions: When a SUS is used, participants are asked to score the following 10 items with one of five responses 
that range from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree: 
 
1. I think that I would like to use the PBLCloud  patient case simulator frequently. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
2. I found the PBLCloud  patient case simulator unnecessarily complex. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
3. I thought the PBLCloud  patient case simulator was easy to use. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use the PBLCloud patient case 
simulator. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
5. I found the various functions in the PBLCloud patient case simulator were well integrated. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in the PBLCloud patient case simulator. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use the PBLCloud patient case simulator very quickly. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
8. I found the PBLCloud patient case simulator very cumbersome to use. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
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9. I felt very confident using the PBLCloud patient case simulator. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with the PBLCloud patient case simulator. 
a. Strongly Disagree 
b. Disagree 
c. Neutral  
d. Agree 
e. Strongly Agree 
 
Scoring: For odd items: subtract one from the user response. For even-numbered items: subtract the user responses 
from 5. This scales all values from 0 to 4 (with four being the most positive response). Add up the converted 
responses for each user and multiply that total by 2.5. This converts the range of possible values from 0 to 100 













































1. On a scale from 1 to 5, how useful do you think the PBL Cloud patient case simulator is? 
  
1. not at all useful 
2. not useful 
3. neutral 
4. useful 
5. very useful 
 












5. Rate how interested you would be in using PBLCloud patient case simulator in the future?  
 




5 Very interested 
 
a. Please explain. 
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10. On a scale from 1 to 5, how would you rate your enjoyment of the case simulation?  
 
1 not at all enjoyable 
2 not enjoyable 
3 neutral 
4 enjoyable 
5 very enjoyable 
 
a. Please explain 
 
 
 
